SUPREME CABLE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
SOLAR & PV CABLE ASSEMBLIES

Solar Field and Contractors Source for Solar & PV Assemblies for this Growing Industry!

Supreme Cable manufactures custom solar and PV cable assemblies for installers and contractors in the market. Our solar and PV cable solutions help improve the installation of these large solar fields making all applications plug-and-go.

- Array Circuit Assemblies
- Panel Harnesses
- In-Line Fused or Independent Fuse Assemblies
- PV Interconnection Systems
- Turnkey Converter Boxes

SUPREME CABLE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
340 E. 56th Ave.
Denver, CO. 80216
303.280.0907
www.supremecable.com
REQUEST A QUOTE

Large Industrial Projects
Solar Grounding Cables & Straps
Roof Top Applications
High and Low Volumes
Competitive Pricing

Supreme Product – Supreme Quality – Supreme Service